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2016-2017 GCA Officer Elections
The following slate of officers were elected
at the membership paddle on October 16
for the 2016-2017 term:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Jay Davis
Jenny Taylor
Mike Thompson
Vincent Payne

Peachtree City Roll Practice
By Lisa Haskell
Peachtree City roll practice begins October 30.
We will meet at the Kedron Aquatic Center in
Peachtree City from 5 pm to 7pm. Please arrive at
the facility about 4:30 pm to fill out paperwork
and be ready to go at 5 pm when the pool becomes available for our use. Also, please be sure
that your boat is clean - there is no hose available
at the pool so you will need to rinse off your boat

The cost per session will be $6 for GCA members
and $10 for non-members. You will also need ACA
insurance which is an additional $5 unless you are
an ACA member. You will need your ACA membership card or number in order to get credit for
ACA membership.
This is a very nice, large facility. It is large enough to
bring your canoe or sea kayak to roll and still leave
plenty of room for other people. The water and
facility are heated but aren't hot in my opinion.
Some people roll in just a rash guard but I am usually too cool that way. If you get cold easily you might
want to bring a couple of layers with you the first
time until you have an opportunity to see how the
temperature works for you. There are nice changing rooms with showers for after roll practice.
If you have any questions (or if you have a burning
desire to come to Peachtree City and teach me to
roll my canoe - :-)) please feel free to contact me at
lshkayaker@gmail.com.—EL
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Yellow River Trash Bash
Story and Photos by Mark Wilson
On September 17, the 1st Annual Yellow River
Trash Bash was successful beyond our hopes.
Over 80 volunteers attended. We cleaned five
land sites in the Yellow River watershed, at road
bridge crossings and stream tributaries that feed
the river. Also there was a river crew with about a
dozen volunteers in canoes and kayaks.
We collected approx. 3400 lbs of trash and more
than 30 tires, and a number of unusual items such
a motorcycle, furniture, barrels, empty propane
tanks, car body parts, etc.

This was a partnership with Gwinnett County Department of Water Resources, Gwinnett County
Parks and Recreation, Gwinnett Clean and Beautiful,
and DeKalb Watershed Management. Some other Participating groups included Boy Scout Troop
553, Couch Middle School Beta Club, and Discovery
High School Environmental Club, along with many
individuals from neighborhoods near to Gwinnett
Yellow River Park.—EL
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Trip Report: Tuckaseegee River
By John Blakely
My name is John Blakely. I am 14 years old. I am
an intermediate paddler and have been paddling
for 2 years. I have paddled the Metro Chattahoochee, the Hiwassee, the Broad, the Cartecay, and
the Tuckaseegee. I’ve also had some lessons with
Joe Gudger, and earned my Boy Scout kayaking
merit badges. I got into paddling because my
mom paddles and I was forced into it. Now I really enjoy it. At TVCC paddle school, my mom
bought me a Jackson Karma. It was love at first
sight.
On September 4th, I took my third trip down
the Tuck. The water was a double release so my
mom and I decided to go with a couple of friends.
The night before I had a football game and since I
am in the marching band I got home late
and was exhausted, so I was not too excited to do anything new.
When we passed the normal put-in below
the dam rapid I was confused so I asked
why we passed it. My mom told me that
we were going to run the dam rapid. So
once we put on and got to the rapid I
went to scout it. Once I saw it I wanted to
portage it. But after a minute I decided
that I should just run it. Mom showed me
the line and she went first so I could
watch. I told her if she flipped I was going
to go back and portage the rapid. So I
paddled up to the rapid, angled my boat
left and paddled like heck. I got splashed
about halfway through and water got into
my eye so I ran the rest blind. That was
my first Class III rapid and mom and everyone
were at the bottom cheering.
After the rapid I was awake and the adrenaline
pumping. So we paddled down and there was
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nothing big until the railroad bridge. after we ran the
rapid we ate lunch. After we ate we went down to Prudential. While I ran it I noticed that the rock in the middle was not there since it was a double release. So I almost went over the rock.
After that we went down the “Eddy Land” we stopped
at the beach. My mom wanted me to work on my roll
with Robert Weddle but I was tired. I decided that I
would do two. I failed the first and got a t-rescue. The
second time Robert gave me a tip that caused me to get
my roll. So after that I was rolling a lot.
After the last rapid I was ready to go home. After we
got off the river we stopped at the Dillsboro chocolate
factory and got some chocolate. Then we got dinner at
Manriques, which is where Mom takes me after we paddle, if I work hard and practice all the ferrying, surfing
and stuff she makes me work on. It was a long day and
a fun trip.—EL

Dillsboro Drop
Photo courtesy of Karen Heath
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Tallulah Gorge Whitewater Releases
Call for Volunteers!
Tallulah releases will be here before we know it!
GCA weekend is November 12 and 13. Team River
Runner weekend is November 5 and 6. Eddy Line
Editor, Tammy Lea, will be coordinating volunteers
for both weekends.
Shifts are either 8am-noon or 11am-4pm each release
day. There are positions available at registration, the
bridge, the put-in and the take out. No paddling experience is necessary for registration, the bridge or
the take out. You must have paddling experience to
work the put-in, due to the requirements of the position.
Volunteers get drinks, snacks, and the privilege of
going down to the put-in during the release. The
stairs on the south rim of the gorge are closed to all
but boaters and volunteers.
If you are planning to paddle Tallulah, why not volunteer for the morning shift at the put-in? You can carry your boat down the stairs at 8am when your shift
starts, then hop on the river at noon when your shift
is over. Volunteer and build river Karma, as well as
join the dozens of volunteers who make it possible
for these releases to happen.
To volunteer, please email Tammy Lea at:
EddyLineEditor@gmail.com. Please put “Tallulah Volunteer” in the subject line, and in the email indicate
your desired shift(s) and position(s). -EL
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Inaugural Tallulah Race
By Laura Dillon

Tallulah Gorge will host its first ever Kayak Race on
Sunday November 13, 2016. This is a trial event and
will be limited to 30 pre-qualified boaters.
Boaters will need to submit the application form along
with $5 for ACA Event Insurance by October 25th .
The 30 boaters will be qualified by their Russell Fork
and Green race history.
Safety boaters and racers will be staged at the Put In
and Bridge prior to the water stabilizing, This will enable the race to begin once the Green Light is given by
Georgia Power. The race route will begin at the Put-In
and finish just below PowerHouse. Racers will start at
60 second intervals.
Boaters not participating in the race will have access to
the stairs as soon as the Water stabilizes as per usual.
Presentation of awards and videos from the day will
take place at the Put In Parking lot at 5pm. Shuttle will
be provided to Racers and Safety boaters to minimize
the effect on parking at the take out.
If you have any questions please email them to TallulahRace@gmail.com—EL

ALL ABOUT THE EDDY LINE
The Eddy Line, the official GCA newsletter, is available in print or pdf format. To subscribe, contact Vincent Payne at 404.629.5376 or Vincent.payne9354@gmail.com, or mail your request to P.O. Box 611, Winston, GA 30187.
Submissions/Advertising: All submissions and advertising should be sent to
The Eddy Line, at: EddyLineEditor@gmail.com.

One of our amazing volunteers cleaning up the put-in.
Photo courtesy of Courtney Marbry and Geoff Page

Deadline: The deadline for all submissions, classified ads and commercial ads
is the 20th of the previous month (e.g. August 20 for the September/
October issue).
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Canoe Rescue: Putting my SWR training into
practice
Story and photos by Chris Davis
The second to last Sunday of October started
cold in Atlanta with an air temperature of 40. The
water temperature of the 940 cfs running in Metro Hooch was a chilly 55. Sunshine was forecast
all day long and afternoon highs would approach
70. It was the perfect morning for getting back
into my dry suit and seeing how it held up in storage over the summer.
I met up with my brother, Lee, at the Metro Hooch
take-out and shuttled up to Power's Island. This would
be Lee's first cold weather paddle, so I brought all my
wool, polyester and polypro layers, my neoprene
gloves, pogies, my dry top and even a neoprene cap to
show him an assortment of layering options for cold
weather paddling. Lee was wearing his 2mm wet suit
and neoprene booties, but borrowed a pair of thick
wool socks, the dry top and the neoprene cap for the
day.

While we were suiting up, a guy came walking up
to us, having the look of someone about to ask
for gas money. However, a wet suit zipper, hanging from beneath his tattered outer layers, gave
him away as a paddler. He said his name was Dennis and his boat was pinned on First Ledge, river
left. It got pinned there yesterday. He asked if we
would help free it. We asked what kind of boat.
He told us it was a yellow kayak but seemed rather vague about it. Yes, we said we would help,
even though we figured it was a rec boat, and
since it was pinned, it was probably without flotation and was full of water. Dennis mentioned
needing a Z-drag, sounding like someone who just
heard of an amazing new invention. “Z-drag”
came across as something he read that morning
on the internet, or maybe something disclosed to
him by someone who had already declined to help
him. He said he would get started walking to
where his boat was pinned, and wandered off.
Canoe pinned on the Metro

We figured we had some time since he was on
foot, so we lingered at bridge hole running ferries and peel outs for a moment while warming
up. We finally paddled down to First Ledge,
looking on river left for a yellow rec boat. What
we found was on river right, and it was a yellow
Old Town canoe, mysteriously stuck alongside a
rock just left of the river right channel, probably
60 feet from the Cobb County shore. There
Dennis was, on the little sand beach with a
friend and another canoe, waiting on our arrival.
The Old Town's bow was pointed downstream
with an angle of about 15 degrees toward river
right. The stern was fully submerged, totally underwater. The right side of the canoe was up
against one of First Ledge's rocks, but it was not
apparent why the canoe would have been stuck
there for a day.
The right-side rock and the downstream angle of
the canoe would require a downstream pull. I
ferried into the eddy below the right-side rock
and then worked my way up to the bow where I
conveniently found a loop of thick rope, probably for carrying the canoe, but also probably a
really bad idea since a foot could easily get stuck
in the loop. The rope diameter looked to be
5/8”, a good size so it wouldn't cut into your
hand while portaging the canoe. I clipped a carabiner onto the canoe's carry loop, took my
wearable throw rope off, clipped its end loop
into the same 'biner, and then ran a draw-stroke
-to-catch ferry for shore without any paddling
beyond the one draw stroke. (Continued, page 6)
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(Canoe rescue, continued from page 5)
My 75 foot rope came up short in the direction
we were going to have to pull. Lee parked his
boat on the beach and waded out, using his
paddle as a brace against the riverbed, allowing
him to lean upstream to balance against the
current. He was able to wade out and then
downstream past the canoe and found a very
shallow spot for attaching a second rope to the
first rope. I ferried to my rope which was floating stretched out in the current, grabbed it and
ferried out to him before either of us realized
his throw rope was still in his kayak on shore.
Whoops! I left my rope end with Lee, ferried
back to shore and found his rope and threw it
to him but came up just short. Two more
throws were, again, just short. The rope was
just not long enough, and Lee could not come
closer because the water was too deep between him and shore. I repacked his rope into
its bag and ferried the bag out to him. He quickly connected the two ropes end to end using
pre-tied loops and a carabiner. I grabbed his
rope bag and held it in my right hand and started my ferry back to shore.
Starting low in the chute, this ferry required
active paddling not to miss the beach. Every few
paddle strokes, though, the rope looped around
my paddle. The rope was straight out to my
right while my paddle was going in circles,
wrapping the rope once around the blade with
each stroke. That was not a good scene at all. I
awkwardly cleared the rope from my paddle
and resumed my ferry only to have the rope
wind around the paddle again and even wrap
once around my hand. Not. Good. I cleared my
hand and paddle of the rope and made it to
shore on the third try, wrapped up again. I
probably should have attached the rope bag to
my tether and let it flow behind me, paddle
back up to the canoe and then ferry with plenty
of room for ferrying without paddling, but I didn't think of any of that at the time.
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Back on shore I took my end of the 125 combined feet of rope as far downstream as possible
so Lee could dive over the rope and swim back
to shore. Once Lee was on shore, I put the rope
around a tree and tied it off temporarily so I
could try to remember how to rig a Z-drag. I remembered webbing, not the rope, was supposed
to be tied around the tree. Lee pointed out a tree
in a better position than the tree I'd tied to, so I
put the webbing around the other tree and attached a carabiner with a pulley. I took the rope
off the first tree and fed it through the pulley and
then we pulled at a 90-degree angle from the line
out to the canoe. The 90-degree angle was good
in case a rope snapped and either carabiner in the
line went flying, we would be out of its path.
Nothing going, though. The canoe did not budge.
At least the ropes did not break! I put webbing
around another tree and hooked up a carabiner
and pulley and fed the rope through that pulley. I
whipped my Prusik loop out and triple wrapped it
around the haul line so I could set up a Z-drag.
What came next for setting a Z-drag eluded me
for a moment, though! I thought back to my last
Z-drag. Believe it or not, my last Z-drag wasn't
during swift water rescue class 16 months ago. I
had actually set a Z-drag on a dead tree I was going to take down. That Z-drag was supposed to
make sure the tree fell in the direction I wanted,
rather than falling onto some power lines. I'd set
the Z-drag on the tree but it didn't seem like it
was pulling the tree enough in the direction I
wanted, so I went about setting a vector pull too.
Before I could get my vector rope pulled completely and tied off, the tree came down. No tree
cutting had been required!
Back on the shore of Metro Hooch, I finally remembered: pulleys only yield mechanical advantage when they move. That tidbit brought
back my memory of how my tree felling Z-drag
was set up. The Prusik loop needed a carabiner
and a pulley, and the rope was supposed to feed
from the webbing's
(Continued, page 7)
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(Canoe Rescue, continued) pulley to the Prusik's pulley
and then you pull the rope's end back toward
the direction of the webbing pulley. The Prusik
pulley system gets pulled toward the anchor
tree. Only one problem: we had barely five feet
of rope available past the rigged system for
holding onto and pulling. There was not enough
rope to attach the Prusik out very far, so we
didn't get to work the Z-drag very far. That
turned out not to be a problem.
Lee and I pulled the Z-drag as far as we could,
actually only a couple feet, but, again, no luck.
The only result was a very tight rope. I used another carabiner to clip the pre-looped end of
the rope into place so the Z-drag was held as
tight as we could get it. From there Lee put a
carabiner on the main section of rope and attached a third rope, for a vector pull. We pulled
on the vector rope with everything we had, but
still, no luck. The canoe would not budge! I
started thinking about how the 9:1
pulley rigging was set up during SWR
class but couldn't come up with it, and
the rope length we had was not going
to support a 9:1 anyway. If I could
have actually remembered how to do
the 9:1, we would have had to undo
the ropes and start over to have
enough rope. So, we had a 3:1 Z-drag
with a 2:1 vector set tight at about
120 degrees all around.
I figured a vector pull on the existing
vector was worth a try, and was our
only remaining option without a major
re-do, so we pulled at the midpoint of
the set vector rope, again with everything we had, for a total of two guys
pulling a 3:1 Z-drag with a 2:1 vector
that itself was being vectored for about 2:1
more. What is that in total, 12:1? The canoe
moved! After a few pulls the canoe broke free
and we had a boat swamped with 2000+ pounds
of water on the move. Watch out!

When the canoe broke free, the ropes all fell to
the ground and were immediately a hazard that
might have gone unnoticed in the excitement of
having freed the canoe. If anybody got a rope
loop around one of their feet, the swamped canoe could have pulled them into the river. With
some quick hollering, everybody got their feet
clear of the ropes and we let the river current
do a pendulum swing the Old Town, bringing it
to shore. Once the boat was on shore it was
easy to see why it had been stuck. The weight of
the water plus the force of the current had
pushed the bottom of the canoe onto a submerged rock. The hull got pushed in from below
by the submerged rock. Metro Hooch was only
running 940 cfs, yet it had enough force to
shove this canoe down against a rock hard
enough that the canoe lost the battle and gave
way, crumpling on the rock never to move again
without some serious help. –EL

Rescued Canoe
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Hi wa ssee D r y
by Ta mmy Lea
P h oto s b y M ar y To rb u sh

Several of us planned a trip to the Hiwasssee for
September 11. Hunter and Mary Torbush, Lee
and Chris Davis and myself made plans to meet
at the put-in and set shuttle. The drive up to
the put-in was a challenage, as a bunch of college
kids on mountain bikes had decided to ride to
the put-in on the bikes. They were out in the
middle of the road, on those curves, and it was
nerve-wracking to go around a curve and all of a
sudden have to hit the brakes to keep from hitting a cyclist.
The put-in was eerily empty, except for a huge
group of college students with canoes. We
dropped our gear, left Lee and Hunter with the
gear, and went down to Webb Brothers to get a
shuttle. We thought it odd that Webb’s parking
lot was empty. When we went inside, we found
out why.
We had some bad intel. And the release we
thought was starting at 11 actually wasn’t starting until 4pm! There would be one generator
running from 1pm-2pm, but then that would be
shut off until 4pm. So, we trekked back up to
the put-in, talked about it and decided we could
just wait on the water from the one-generator
release and just do some roll practice at the picnic tables, then park and play at Thread the Needle for an hour, then paddle down to Big Bend
and take out. We unloaded our boats at the
picnic tables, then attempted to make our way
over to Thread the Needle. It was slow going in
a creek boat, because the water was very shallow, and I had to back up several times in order
to get around some seriously shallow water.
The view of Thread the Needle with no water
was a hoot. I never realized just how big those
rocks that make the chute really were. We dis-
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covered the rocks on the river left line are so big
that the channel is totally blocked by rocks when
there is no
water.

Some of the
group attained
Thread the Needle chute with no water
upstream from Thread the Needle to a small wave to
practice ferries and surfing. It was a tight, shallow
channel and the current was pushy on either side,
so it was good practice. My Nomad was too big to
get past the rocks, but Mary, Hunter and Chris
were able to get upstream and practice some really
cool moves.
When we were done playing, we paddled down to
Big Bend to get out. The ledges above Oblique are
very “different” without the generators running,
and I learned the hard way why paddlers wear elbow pads when creeking. (ouch!) At one point we
had to get out of our boats and lift them over a
ledge, but it was neat to see what Oblique and the
ledges around it looked like with no water. -EL

Hunter Torbush prepares to rock splat the island
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GCA Awards Recognition
By Vincent Payne

Example of Why to Wear a Helmet”.
Now is the time to be watching for those who excel (at
either end of the spectrum) and capture those thoughts
so we can recognize and honor them at this year’s event.

The GCA Award and Recognition Program will be
continued this year, culminating with a presentation
of awards at the annual Holiday Party. During the
year, each of you should keep your eyes open for
potential nominees. While we cannot recognize
everyone that works hard to make this such a
great group we surely must call out some of them.
We have provided a structure for the awards in
tiers, which we hope will somewhat equalize the
awards. The top tier is our Lifetime Service
Award aimed at those who have worked in club
roles for many years. There will be no more than
one of these awards given per year, and it is not
required to have even one. This award should be a
big deal.
Next, we want to recognize people who have been
continuous supporters of GCA activities and values. These people have helped out for several
years, probably in several roles, helping the club
to achieve its mission. This award recognizes an
individual for breadth of work.
We also have a category for single events and the
person that drives an event. The nominee may do
fifty things with excellence or just one thing. This
award will just focus on a single contribution. It is a
good way to bring attention to some of the best
activities and the people that make them happen.
Finally, we have the fun awards. These encourage
participation and you get to make up the category.
For example, we can give an award for “Longest
Swim”, “Best Shuttle Bunny”, “Best Minor Achievement” (Limited to people that cannot yet sign their
own waiver), “Stinkiest Shuttle vehicle”, or “Best

Send your nominees to me at:
Vincent.payne9354@gmail.com or message me on Facebook. I will compile the list of nominees to present to
the Board around November. Be sure to tell us the reason for the nomination, even though it may be obvious.
The board will approve them and then we will get The
Legal Committee to take a look. EL

Keeping In Touch
To contact the GCA, write Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., P.O.
Box 611, Winston, GA 30187.
Groupmail: GCA maintains a group email list to help members
share information of general interest. To sign up, send an e-mail to
gcalist-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
Website: Information about GCA, forms (including membership
application and GCA waiver form), a link to the GCA Store and
links to Eddy Line advertisers are all at http://www.gapaddle.com.
Facebook: Visit the GCA Facebook page for photos, video, trip
reports, or to join an upcoming impromptu trip.

KEEP YOUR E-MAIL ADDRESS CURRENT
Each month numerous "copies" of the pdf version of The Eddy Line bounce
back due to bad or outdated email addresses. If an email to you bounces
back, you will be deleted from the recipient list until we get an updated
email address.
When the GCA receives a mail failure notice in response to an email to you
on the GCA email list, you will be automatically unsubscribed by the listserve
software. If your email changes, please "unsubscribe" and re-subscribe with
your new address.
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TRIP AND EVENT SCHEDULE
GCA Holiday Party: December 3
Stone Mountain Roll Practice: Wade Walker YMCA, second Wednesday of each month, 79pm. Next sessions: November 9 and December
Peachtree City Roll Practice: Kedron Aquatic Center, 5-7pm.
Next sessions: November 11 and 27, December 11
Please see the GCA Calendar for details, updates, and to sign up at www.gapaddle.com.
For any questions or class suggestions, e-mail gapaddletraining@gmail.com.
Thinking of joining a paddling trip?
When deciding to join a GCA trip, whether an “official” trip posted on the website, or a pop-up trip posted on the Facebook page, please
keep the following bit of river etiquette in mind:
Always check with the trip coordinator before inviting a guest to come along on the trip with you, especially if your guest is an inexperienced paddler. This is to insure the skill level of your guest matches the targeted skill level of the group. Many pop-up trips will not
have safety boaters., and it’s considered rude to expect the other paddlers in the group to be responsible for an unexpected paddler.
Please don’t put the trip coordinator in the uncomfortable position of having to turn someone away because their experience level doesn’t
match that of the group.

Your Trip Could Be Listed in This Space — email Cruisemaster James Wright at jwrightnmaul@hotmail.com
KEY TO GCA SKILL LEVELS
Flat Water - no current will be encountered; safe for new paddlers.
Beginner - mild current, occasional Class 1 ripples; new paddlers can learn basic river techniques.
Trained Beginner - moving water with Class 1-2 rapids; basic strokes and bracing skills needed.
Intermediate - rapids up to Class 3; eddying and ferrying skills needed; kayakers need solid roll.
Advanced - rapids up to Class 4; excellent boat control and self-rescue skills required.
Signing Up: Call the trip coordinator listed to sign up for trips. Most trip coordinators will move a trip to an alternate venue if the water levels
and conditions for a particular trip are not favorable. Call early in the week to ensure you get a spot on the trip, and in consideration for the
coordinators, PLEASE avoid calling late in the evening.
Training Trips are a combination of recreation and training designed for those boaters who have completed a formal training clinic and would
like some on-the-river time with instructors practicing what was learned in the clinic and expanding skill levels.
Canoe Camping Trips are multi-day trips, generally on flat or mild water, with at least one night of camping. For details on a scheduled trip,
call the trip coordinator. To arrange a trip, call Vincent Payne at 770.834.8263.
To Volunteer To Lead Trips: Email Cruisemaster Lesley Symington at lslysym@mindspring.com. As usual, we need trip coordinators for all
types of trips, from flatwater to Class 5 whitewater. Our excellent trip schedule depends on the efforts of volunteers, so get involved and sign up
to coordinate a trip on your favorite river today! The GCA needs YOU!
Chattooga Trips are limited to 12 boats on ANY section on ANY trip, club trip or private (USFS regulation). Boating is prohibited above the
Highway 28 bridge. Your cooperation in protecting this National Wild and Scenic River is appreciated.
Roll Practice: see gapaddle.com for information.
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SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
The GCA web site now features a "GCA Supporters" web page with links to those who support GCA financially by
advertising in The Eddy Line. Help those who help us — patronize our advertisers. And when you do, let them know
you saw their Eddy Line ad and appreciate their support. Thanks!

GCA Members in action

Congratulations to Olivia McGinnis, who
won second place in the Women’s Long Boat
division at the Ocoee Race.
Photo by Todd McGinnis.

The Eddy Line, © 2016, is published bi-monthly as the official newsletter of the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., publication address: 9354
Grapevine Drive, Winston, GA 30187. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Eddy Line, c/o Georgia Canoeing Association,
P.O. Box 611, Winston, GA 30187.

The purpose of the GCA is to have fun and promote safety while
paddling.

GEORGIA CANOEING ASS OCIATION, INC.
Post Office Box 611
Winston, Georgia 30187
WE’RE ON THE WEB:
www.gapaddle.com

GCA is a member-operated paddling club with over 500 family and corporate
memberships comprising more than 1500 Individuals. Canoeists and Kayakers of all
ages and paddling abilities are equally welcome. Some of our mutual interests include
whitewater river running, creeking and playboating, river and lake touring, sea kayaking,
paddle camp outs and competition and racing activities. We espouse conservation,
environmental and river access issues as well as boating safety and skills
development. Group paddling, training and social activities of all kinds are conducted
throughout the year thanks to the volunteer efforts of our many members and
friends. Membership is NOT limited to Georgia residents.

